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IMPORTANT NOTICE 
All planned section events, up to and including the 

club night on May 20th will NOT take place. You will 

find information on section events from late May 

onwards – approximately 5 weeks away. There is 

absolutely no guarantee that these events will take 

place, so the dates are for planning purposes only. 

We will continue to update the calendar, based 

firmly on government guidelines at the time. You 

can be assured that the health and welfare of 

section members will be our only priority. 
This statement will be continually updated to reflect the 

ever changing situation. 

 

FUTURE EVENTS 
We continue to take an optimistic view of the rollout 

of the current restrictions, but please be aware that 

some or all of these events may be cancelled 

 

Sunday May 24th - Market Square, Bromyard, HR7 

4BP 10:00 for 10:30. – Three Wheels on my wagon. 

A route designed especially for 3 wheelers, avoiding 

grass strips and very narrow lanes. About 50 miles, 

with a coffee stop along the way (bring a flask!). 

Solos of any shape and size are of course welcome 

too. We will finish (hopefully for lunch) at The Three 

Horseshoes, Little Cowarne, Bromyard, Hereford HR7 

4RQ.  

Mike Hunting writes……… 

“Some of you may remember Linda and I taking 

part in last year's "Three Wheels on my Wagon" run in 

our Citroen 2CV based Lomax 223 kit cars, thanks 

again for a great day out. It turned out to be the 

precursor to a quite busy Lomax year, two weeks 

later we drove them both to Coventry to take part 

in the UK's Citroen Centenary celebrations over a 

long weekend which was timed to coincide with the 

annual Coventry Motorfest weekend. Climax for the 

Rally was a cavalcade of about 1000 Citroens 

driving into the city centre via the ring road which 

had been closed to normal traffic for the weekend 

and converted to a race track complete with pits, 

chicanes etc and many spectators on the flyovers. 

Linda in particular enjoyed playing to the crowd. We 

ended up being directed to parking on the 

pedestrian forecourt at the front of the Transport 

Museum along with a large range of various Citroen 

models of all ages. It was quite a spectacle, as were 

the four cars (including an early corrugated 2CV) 

actually inside the Cathedral in front of the stained 

glass windows!” 

 
 

Saturday May 30th Hazle Meadows Auction centre 

Ledbury HR8 2LP – HJ Pugh sale of Vintage and 

Classic Motorcycles, Spares, Collectables and 

Petroliana 

This sale is postponed until further notice 

 

Tuesday June 2nd – The New Strand, Church Rd 

Eardisley HR3 6PW 10:00 a.m. - Breakfast meet. 

The first event of it’s kind that we have organised. 

Meet up for breakfast. A chance to show off your 

bike and meet fellow enthusiasts. You choose your 

own route there and back. Nothing to stop you 

inviting others to join you.  

Thursday June 11th Brightwells cafe, Easters Mart 

Leominster, HR6 0DE 10:00 for 10:30 – Across the roof 

of Wales. 

A full day’s ride on some of the best roads that Mid-

Wales has to offer, skirting the Elan valley Dams and 

then following the superb Nant-y-Moch reservoir 

road. 

 
On to Machynlleth for lunch and then back to 

Leominster via Staylittle, Llyn Clywedog, Llanidloes, 

Llanbister and Presteigne. 165 miles in all – our 

longest of the year. Alternative meeting point at 
Crossgate Services - Llandrindod Wells LD1 6RE 

 

Sunday June 14th - Market Square, Bromyard, HR7 

4BP 09:30 for 10:00 – Bob Bufton run. 

Social run in memory of Bob Bufton, founder 

member of the Worcestershire section and long 

serving section secretary. We are the invited guests 

of the Worcestershire section. 

 

Thursday June 18th - The Moon Mordiford - HR1 4LW 

– 7:00 p.m. – Club night with optional Navigational 

challenge. 

 Club night plus an optional fiendish navigation 

challenge designed to take you down narrow lanes, 

to places you've never heard of! 

 

Sunday June 28th – Herefordshire on the Edge, 

starting 09:00 from the Traveller’s Rest, Ross-on-Wye, 

or The Lion at Leintwardine. 



 
 

Subject to Government advice at the time, this event 

will still go ahead. We will confirm (or cancel) at the 

end of April. 

 
If cancellation proves necessary, anyone who has 

already paid to enter will receive a full refund or can 

elect to have their entry carried forward to 2021.  

 

Tuesday July 7th - Sally's Place (better known as the 

open air cafe) British Camp, Upper Colwall, Malvern, 

WR13 6DW – 09:30 for 10:00 - Breakfast meet. 

Meet up for breakfast. A chance to show off your 

bike and join up with fellow enthusiasts. You choose 

your own route there and back. 

 

Sat & Sun July 11th & 12th VMCC Festival of 1000 Bikes 

– Mallory Park. 

STILL SCHEDULED TO GO AHEAD AT THE MOMENT BUT 

UNDER CONTINUOUS REVIEW. 

Entry forms for the 2020 VMCC Festival of 1000 bikes 

can be downloaded from the VMCC website.  

 

Sunday August 16th – The British Motor Museum, 

Gaydon CV35 0BJ - Banbury Run 2020 – Date 

changed from Sunday May 31st  

Entries are now open and forms can be found on 

the VMCC website. Entries are on a strict “first come 

– first served” basis, so don’t delay. 

 

UNDER £1000 
Our series which finds useable bikes, ready to run, with 

MOTs (where required) for less than £1,000 and all VMCC 

eligible (made before Jan 1st 1995).  

This 1990 BMW K100LT was offered (and now sold) on 

eBay  with luggage and 12 months MOT for just £675. 

The LTs were the least loved and most criticised of 

the “K” series models, but they still offered BMW 

reliability and mile eating performance. This one 

with just 42,395 on the clock should have plenty of 

life left in it. 

 
If something smaller and lighter is what you want, 

how about this Czechoslovakian “smoker”? 

Unloved, badly painted and listed on eBay this 1975 

CZ175 sport, changed hands for just £660. Described 

as a “project”, but said to start run and stop with fully 

working electrics, it definitely complies with our 

criteria. 

 
Piston ported, but with an oil pump to supply the 2 

stroke oil, these bikes were designed to be low cost 

reliable transport. They are basic, rugged, easy and 

cheap to repair and even with a mere 15 BHP on 

tap, quite sprightly - certainly quick enough for club 

runs. What they lack in “kerb appeal” they make up 

for in value for money.  
NB - Prices are the advertised asking prices and are correct at 

the time of writing, We have not verified any of the details vendors 

have used in their advertsiing – that has to be your responsibility. 

 

SWM RESTORATION – UPDATE 
Cilmery’s Chris Richards had to abandon work on his 

SWM restoration when the lambing season started, 

but now that’s behind him, work has re-started. 

The new  proprietry swinging arm bushes were just 

not adequate, so Chris had some made locally and 



finally got the swinging arm back where it belongs. 

Some minor work on the shock mounts is required 

before it  can once again stand on its wheels.  

 
 

MORE ON ARIEL 
At the risk  of becoming an unofficial section of the 

Ariel owners club, we’d like to try to understand why 

this once proud and innovative brand fell to earth. 

A strong market position throughout the 1930s 

culminated In the launch at the 1930 Olympia  

Motorcycle show of Edward Turner’s masterpiece, 

the 500cc OHC square 4, a thing of beauty and 

wonder.  

 
By 1932, the Square 4 had grown to 600cc, MD 

Charles Sangster had died, its engineering 

mastermind Val Page, often referred to as "Britain's 

greatest motorcycle designer" had left for Triumph, 

and Ariel, in common with many companies during 

the great depression, was in financial difficulty. 

Charles’s son Jack Sangster bought the tools from 

the receiver, re-hired 500 of the best workers and 

moved production to a new home at Selly Oak, just 

a few hundred yards up the road.  

Despite the turmoil and upheaval, Ariel did manage 

to launch, in 1932 one of its most famous and 

enduring models, the 4 valve OHV Red Hunter. 

 
The Red Hunter, great road bike as it was, laid down 

the foundations of Ariel’s reputation for great off-

road bikes, with Len Heath (see below on left), 

winning the prestigious Scottish Six-Days Trial (SSDT) 

in 1933 and 1938. 

 
In 1939 Ariel offered rear suspension in the form of 

the Anstey link. 

 
Inevitably, from 1940 onwards, Ariel focussed its 

resources on war production, but in December 1944 

faced financial difficulties once more and Sangster 

sold the company to the mighty BSA, on the 

condition that he retained his directorship. 

The post-war sales boom saw little innovation from 

the Ariel brand, despite the return of Val Page from 

his stints at Triumph and BSA. Telescopic forks 

appeared in 1947 and in the same year it launched 

its Field master /Hunt master 500c twin. By 1954, the 

much admired, but chronically unprofitable Square 



4 had grown to 1000cc and acquired aluminium 

barrels. The twin was now powered by a re-badged 

BSA 650 engine. In that same year, a “lightweight”, 

was introduced in the shape of the 200cc Colt - 

essentially a re-worked BSA C11. The venerable side 

valve VA/VB models also continued through most of 

the 1950s. During the decade, all models except the 

Square 4 had acquired 

swinging arm rear 

suspension. All that 

changed in 1958 with the 

launch of the Ariel Leader, 

a Val Page inspired all-

new 2-stroke twin and by 

1959, in the blink of an 

eye, Ariel 4 stroke 

production and all that 

history ended. The Leader 

and its sibling the Arrow, 

didn’t reach the heights 

that management hoped with just 18,000 Leaders 

and 13,500 arrows limping out of the showrooms in 

their 5 year life. 

  
In a further attempt to cut costs in 1963, BSA moved 

Ariel production to Small Heath and shut the doors 

on the famous Selly Oak factory for ever. 

In that same year, the 1963 BSA launched the 

unloved and unreliable 50cc Ariel Pixie, little cousin 

of the BSA Beagle. Originally conceived by Val Page 

with an advanced OHC engine. BSA chose to use a 

sleeved down Beagle engine. Both Beagle and Pixie 

engines suffered from fundamental lubrication 

problems and a raft of warranty concerns followed. 

Both models were withdrawn in 1965 and in the 

spring of that year, 

the last true Ariel 

left Small Heath.  

There is one final 

dismal chapter to 

add. BSA, who 

retained the Ariel 

name, decided to 

bestow it on the 

stunningly stupid 

Ariel 3. Possibly the 

worst motorcycle ever produced in the UK.  

 

Were these cool 

dudes laughing at 

it? If they weren’t 

then the rest of 

the world was. The 

period from the 

launch of the 

Leader in 1958 to 

the end of Selly 

Oak in 1963 is a 

story of missed 

opportunity and 

appalling Brand 

management. 

How, in 1962, did Ariel Allow their talented 2 stroke 

development engineer and racer, Peter Inchley to 

leave for EMC at a time when Suzuki had just 

smuggled 2-stroke genius Ernst Degner and his family 

from East Germany 

into Japan? Degner 

went on to be 50cc 

World Champion 

and mastermind 

Suzuki’s dominant 2-

stroke range and 

Inchley went to 

Villiers via EMC 

where he helped to 

develop the 

famous Starmaker engine. In 1966 Peter finished 3rd 

in the lightweight (250cc) lapping at an amazing 

91.43 mph, still a record for a 2-stroke single. What 

might have been the future of Ariel and the Arrow if 

he had been given responsibility? Perhaps the 

biggest mistake of all was to ignore and frustrate the 

great Sammy Miller to the point where he left for the 

little known Bultaco company in 1964. By 1965,  

Sammy, with the 

full support of the 

Bultaco factory 

won the SSDT – 

then the world’s 

most prestigious 

trial on the 250cc 

Sherpa N. The 

year previously 

he had won it on 

the Ariel! 

GOV 132 

Sammy’s work in developing that most famous of all 

trials bikes, the Ariel HG5 model (GOV 132) as the 

dominant UK trials machine, went almost unnoticed 

by the factory and no SM replicas were ever 

marketed by them. What would Ariel and parent 

BSA have given for these sales of 2 and 4-stroke off-

roaders? 



I am indebted to several sources for this information, 

and in particular the Ariel Owner’s Club website and 

former VMCC Chairman Pat Robotham.  

 

HELL HATH NO FURY PART 3 – PUTTING IT ALL 

TOGETHER 
The third and final part of Tony Page’s fascinating 

article on the story of the 1971 BSA Fury and Triumph 

Bandit – the first thoroughly modern machine to be 

revealed by a major British manufacturer for 

decades. 

“Then a breakthrough: I was given the opportunity 

of photographing a BSA Fury. This resulted in an up-

close and personal look at only the second one I’d 

even seen. I took plenty of detail-revealing photos 

and upon leaving asked if he ever wanted to sell it 

that he’d phone me first… 

Things then started to happen fast: I was contacted 

by another Fury owner – George Homer – who very 

kindly donated a large box of spares and yet more 

paperwork. Shortly after this, a former BSA employee 

phoned and said he had ‘a couple of test-bed 

engines, one without a cylinder head’ plus a crate 

of engine parts, some damaged.  

 
I rushed up to meet him, did the deal, rushed home. 

Within a few weeks I saw an advert in Motor Cycle 

News for a ‘Bandit-framed BSA Starfire’. I bought it 

over the phone of course and immediately 

collected it. Sure enough, it was a complete Bandit 

but with a 250cc single cylinder Starfire engine. I 

quite simply couldn’t believe my luck – a Bandit 

rolling chassis and a crate of Bandit / Fury engine 

components, within a few weeks of each other. I 

smelt victory, but unknown to me at the time it was 

still a long, long road.  

NO GEARBOXES 

The engines I’d bought from the ex-BSA man had no 

gearboxes. Instead, they had dummy mainshafts 

which – as I realised from photos in various period 

magazine articles – was how they were fixed up to 

the dynometer for testing. There were no outer 

gearbox covers but, I thought, no problem as I’d 

acquired various engine casings during The Quest. 

However, nothing lined up – the outer (and indeed 

inner) cases were all different and none of the screw 

and/or bolt holes lined up. No matter, at least I had 

something to work with.  

Unfortunately I am not an engineer and, in all 

honesty, not a very talented mechanic either. 

However, I know people that are and to cut a long 

story (or series of stories) short, I managed over a 

year or so to build a complete and functioning 

motor, complete with gearbox. This I put into my 

Bandit rolling chassis and it looked like All Systems 

Go. My idea was to do a kind of ‘dry build’ to make 

sure it was 100% right and did actually run; I would 

then strip it down and get it painted and looking a 

million dollars, which was about how much I’d paid 

out in advertising! Actually, that’s not true. Of 

course, it did cost a lot to continually advertise,but 

various magazines, Wallnecks being one, were 

extremely generous and ran the ads for free after a 

year or so. Maybe they thought I was nuts and were 

embarrassed about taking my money, given that it 

was all seen as a doomed quest? I’ll never really 

know, but I was – and am – grateful. 

 
Tragically, before I got the chance to strip it back 

down in readiness for the rebuild and repaint, I 

suffered a disastrous fire in my workshop and the 

bike was badly damaged.  

GOLD AGAIN 

George Homer stepped in again and, along with Les 

Williams, donated various Bandit / Fury-specific 

plastic and rubber components that had melted to 

nothing in the fire and I started all over again. This 

was early 1984. At least I now knew what I was doing 

(allegedly!) and it was basically just a thorough 

renovation, but the years passed quickly.  

Then, Gold again! The owner of the BSA Fury I’d 

previously photographed decided he wanted to sell 

it. I did not hesitate. This Fury had started life with pre-

production prototype engine EX006 fitted and was 

a running, sorted example. Luckily for me, it came 

with a spare hi-level exhaust plus various other extra 

cycle parts so I decided to build the risen-from-the-

ashes Triumph Bandit as an SS model, using this hi-

level exhaust system.  

 



 Acquisition of this immaculate Fury provided 

impetus to get the Bandit finished but this took a 

long time – about fifteen years! I have an excuse 

though: a good friend of mine, Angus Campbell, 

similarly afflicted with the Bandit / Fury madness, 

acquired the ex-Vale Onslow BSA Fury, the actual 

show model displayed at the original press and 

dealer launch in London. It had been on show in this 

established and much-loved motorcycle dealers for 

many years. The problem was, it had no engine 

internals. My spares stash was missing various key 

parts so we decided to strip down my bike in order 

to copy the missing components. Sound radical? 

Well maybe, yes. But hell, I already had one working 

bike so thought two a bit greedy, especially as only 

about 38 were ever produced – and that includes 

the ‘show’ ones devoid of engine internals. 

 
After Angus had succeeded in replicating the 

‘missing’ parts, he rebuilt my Bandit – and, it has to 

be said, to a far higher standard than I could ever 

achieve. I’d already had the normally matt black-

painted hi-level exhaust and silencers black 

chromed and replaced all the nuts and bolts with 

stainless steel components; not standard but I 

intended to ride the bike and, anyway, I already 

had a standard Fury. It helped that as well as a 

genuine Parts Book I had an Owners Handbook and 

sections of the unfinished Workshop Manual.  

So what are they like to ride? 

HOW MANY WERE BUILT 

Firstly, though, how many were built? Well, that 

depends who you believe and which article you 

read. I personally believe that there was the pilot-

production run of ten Bandits and ten Furys, plus 

around twelve ‘development’ machines built as a 

pre-production run, so a total of around 32. Add to 

these the tiny number of completed production 

machines, five or maybe six I believe, and my 

estimate reaches around 38 plus the additional 

‘show’ machines created for promo purposes, 

devoid of engine internals and some with wooden 

fuel tanks. Throughout The Quest I have seen just four 

bikes with ‘normal’ engine and (matching) frame 

numbers.  

So assuming you can get your hands on one, what 

can you expect?  

 

Well, for a 1971 350, they are fast and revvy; 9000rpm 

is not a problem. Percy Tait told me he revved them 

to 10,000 but I’ll stick to 9, up to which there is 

minimal vibration. Maximum bhp is quoted as 34 @ 

9000 with max torque at 7000 anyway. Below 4000 it 

is a bit flat, and it is most comfortable between 6000-

7000.  

There is a fair bit of mechanical noise. The handling 

is excellent, with 18” wheels and a dry weight of 

345lbs, the brakes are good and this is a light, 

flickable and quick middleweight motorcycle which 

feels small once sitting on it and is great fun to ride. 

‘Nimble’ would be my word. As a town bike, it is 

ideal; long distances perhaps not. It is quite thirsty on 

fuel compared to, say, contemporary Bonnevilles 

and even 500cc Daytonas, but, let’s face it, in 1971 

who cared about fuel consumption? I certainly 

never gave it a thought. 

EXPENSIVE 

Despite the left-hand kickstart, it is an easy bike to 

start. A couple of prods on the kickstart and it purrs 

into life. The motor certainly does not feel ‘fragile’ 

and it begs revs, quickly spinning up as it is extremely 

responsive. 



Acceleration is therefore ‘brisk’ and I often wonder 

how their 650s would have sold given this 350 would 

have been snapping at their heels. They were 

expensive, at £401 with optional electric starter 

compared with £552 for the 650cc Bonneville, 

especially as dealers were selling last-year’s model 

new Bonnies at a discounted £395. 

 
 

Unfortunately though, there are some really 

annoying traits that do not exactly endear the 

machine to this owner / rider. It is virtually impossible 

to tickle and flood the carbs as the frame tubes 

obscure the ticklers. Sure, there’s a choke but you 

should be able to operate ticklers without being a 

contortionist. This is poor, especially as the frames on 

both my bikes are from the final production run after 

all, having the steering head gusset for 

strengthening and the threaded tubes for the 

steering lock adjusters. Interestingly this is not the 

frame shown in the parts book, which is drawn 

without devoid of the steering lock adjusters.  

CHARACTER BUILDING 

Coming to terms with the right-side centre stand 

operating pedal is ‘character building’ as it feels 

distinctly odd to stand on the ‘wrong side’ while 

lifting the bike on to its main stand.  

A REALLY NEAT BIKE 

The gearbox level dip-stick cannot be removed and 

inspected if the carbs are in place. Again, irritating.  

The camshaft shim clearances cannot of course be 

checked unless the cover is removed – which 

cannot be done with the engine in situ as at least 

one of the bolts foul the frame should you attempt 

to remove it. Anyway, Doug Hele said the shims 

rarely needed changing. Good enough for me! 

 
At the end of the day though, it is a really neat bike. 

It is unquestionably good looking and is ‘different’, 

always attracting attention today amongst Brit Bike 

aficionados many of whom express complete 

surprise that any were actually made. Many have 

seen the sales and promo pictures and read the 

road tests, but few if any have actually seen one. Or 

two.” 

Many thanks to Tony Page for sharing this amazing 

story with us. 

 

MORE ON  INTERCOMS 
Richard and Jude Caddick have tried three different 

rider to pillion intercoms over the last 15 years. An early 

Nady system was never very satisfactory and ate 

batteries at an alarming rate. they then went on to the 

Oxford Bike Mike system which, using freshly charged 

rechargeable batteries and careful positioning of the 

microphone and earpieces in the full-face helmet, 

worked pretty well. Its problem was the delicate wiring 

to the plugs. After a period Richard was resoldering 

joints - those tiny fiddly ones - on what seemed to be a 

weekly basis. They then lashed out on an Autocom 

Super Pro 1 system.  

 
The box of tricks is mounted on the bike and is infinitely 

adjustable for sensitivity, volume, music and sat nav 

input (they don’t use these latter two functions.) It is 

powered off the bike circuit so no batteries to keep 

charged and the leads are much more robust. They  

found Autocom to be a good firm to deal with despite 

them going bust once. The microphones are voice 

activated and as long as you remember to say the first 

word twice then all the message gets through and the 

quality of the sound is excellent with little interference 

or distortion. “We wouldn’t be without ours now,” says 

Richard “and it does help having a second pair of eyes 

looking out for hazards. It does have wires that connect 

you to the bike and modern systems are mostly wireless 

but if you want a sound and reliable system and see an 

Autocom Super Pro 1 system on e-bay then it may well 

be a good buy if you ride with a pillion most of the 

time”.  



GOOD SAMARITANS 
 A letter to “Motor Cycling in 1954 

 
 

WHEN WE WERE YOUNG – OR “THE OLDEN DAYS” AS 

THE GRANDCHILDREN CALL IT. 

  
“Bad boy” Cliff Osenton and his Rocker mates 

frightening old ladies and children back in the ‘60s. 

“That’s me on the left on my AJS”, says Cliff, “We had 

just joined the Civil Defense as volunteer dispatch 

riders, but lets say, we were not suitable”. 

Cliff’s dispatch riding career only lasted  about a 

year, before the organisation was disbanded. It did 

come in useful as it as part of his public service for 

his D of E Gold award. 

 Bewdley’s David Malcomson just reminds us of the 

sheer joy of riding a motorcycle. I think we forget 

that sometimes. 

 
Although we can’t claim him as a section member, 

Captain Tom Moore has so far raised a staggering 

£28,000,000 for the NHS. He was involved with motor-

cycling in India during his war service and when he 

reurned to the UK, he become an instructor at The 

Armoured Fighting Vehicle School in Bovington, 

Dorset. When he left the army, he continued to ride 

his Scott in events all over Yorkshire. 

 

If you would like to donate to this amazing man’s 

cause, just follow this link. 

https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/tomswalkfo

rthenhs 

TONY RUTTER  1941 -2020 
Sad to report that one of the greatest racers of the 

‘70s and ‘80s passed away on March 24th A quiet, 

unfashionable man, but a racers racer. Inexplicably, 

his fame never quite matched his results. 7 TT wins, 9 

NW200 wins, 5 Ulster GP wins, 2 British Championships 

and 4 World F2 Championships is a record that 

speaks elequently for itself. He singlehandedly kept 

the Ducati marque in the headlines and possibly in 

business in the early ‘80s with his exploits on the 

impeccably prepared 600cc Pantah.  

Never flamboyant, but always fast, Tony Rutter 

could and did ride anything, from his early days on 

TZ Yamahas, through to 1000cc Honda Endurance 

racers and GSXR 750s. His career and almost his life 

was effectively ended in a horrendous accident on 

someone else’s oil at Spain’s Montjuich circuit in 

1985. He rode again, sadly without the same 

success, but, after retirement he remained a familiar 

figure in the paddocks as he oversaw his son 

Michael’s rise to racing success. 

Rest in Peace Tony. 

 

  Updates and other stuff can 

befound on our Facebook page – VMCC 

Herefordshire section. Feel free to add your views. 

https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/tomswalkforthenhs
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/tomswalkforthenhs

